Abstract| Complex models may have model components distributed over a network and generally require signi cant execution times. The eld of parallel and distributed simulation has grown over the past fteen years to accommodate the need of simulating the complex models using a distributed versus sequential method. In particular, asynchronous parallel discrete event simulation (PDES) has been widely studied, and yet we envision greater acceptance of this methodology as more readers are exposed to PDES introductions that carefully integrate real-world applications. With this in mind, we present two key methodologies (conservative and optimistic) which have been adopted as solutions to PDES systems. We discuss PDES terminology and methodology under the umbrella of the personal communications services application.
I. Introduction
O UR purpose is to introduce the basic technical concepts of distributed simulation of event-based models (so called discrete event models), and to tie these generic concepts to a speci c application: personal communications services (PCS). Several introductory articles have been presented in the literature such as Fujimoto 1] , Nicol et al . 2] and Richter et al . 3] . These papers have helped to disseminate the asynchronous parallel discrete event simulation (PDES) methodology for a wide readership. Our approach is similar but stresses a single real world application for discussing the methodology of PDES. By de ning the methodology and all PDES terminology within the context of the PCS application, this paper serves both as a tutorial to PDES and as an introduction to PCS simulation modeling. PCS is a rich enough application to illustrate most basic PDES concepts.
The processing elements in PDES can either be of a parallel or distributed nature. An MIMD machine with multiple asynchronous elements performing message passing is an example of a parallel machine. Distributed elements normally refers to local or wide area networks composed of inter-connected set of heterogeneous workstations and computers. PDES is used for one of two reasons: 1) one wants to execute a model faster than is possible in a sequential machine, or 2) one must model in a distributed fashion because of a constraint that a process (i.e., computation) must be distributed rather than localized to a single processor. One author (Lin) has demonstrated various speedups possible on a distributed memory architecture for the PCS application 4 that PDES speeds up otherwise serial computations during a simulation. The second reason for PDES (distributed model constraint) is based on a situation where models for system components are stored in physically di erent locations. The other author (Fishwick) is building a prototype distributed simulation of a process plant where each plant component is ultimately co-located with the manufacturer of that component.
The paper proceeds as follows. First, in Section II, we de ne our terms within the PDES area and demonstrate the generic approach to distributed simulation. In Section III, we introduce the PCS application and demonstrate the need for synchronization of incoming messages to a given process. There are two key approaches to synchronization. Method 1, de ned in Section IV, is termed the conservative method since it ensures that the causal relation among time consecutive events will be maintained at all times during the simulation. Method 2 is de ned in Section V, and identi es the optimistic method. In this approach, the causal relation can be broken with subsequent xing of state variables. We close in Section VI with directions for the future of PDES.
Throughout this paper, we use three font styles to represent di erent concepts. The typewriter type style represents attributes or methods (e.g., SendMessage()) of objects. The italic type style represents variables such as LP or p. The serif type style represents event types such as CallArrival.
II. Parallel Discrete Event Simulation

A. Basic Terminology
We begin by de ning terms which are commonly found in the simulation and PDES elds. These terms will be revisited in Section 3 when we assign the terms to the PCS application. The study of any physical system to be simulated begins with the creation of a model. Such a model can be in one of several types 6]: 1) conceptual, 2) declarative, 3) functional, 4) constraint, 5) spatial or 6) multimodel. One begins with a conceptual model which describes qualitative terms and class hierarchies for the system. In many ways, the conceptual model \orga-nizes" the de nition of attributes, methods and general characteristics of each system component without going so far as to ascribe dynamics to components. The next four model types re ect an orientation to system construction; a system may be constructed as a Petri The PCS area, to be discussed in Section 3, uses a spatial model in that the system is viewed as a hexagonal discretization of a large two-dimensional space representing an area where cellular communications are to be implemented. Spatial models can be executed in several ways including time slicing, event scheduling and parallel and distributed. Our approach will be to use a parallel and distributed approach to model execution, while using the concept of event scheduling within each process. Speaking of process, we must de ne this term appropriately. Model components for a PCS implementation will be a collection of hexagonal cells. Other model types, such as a queuing model, are composed of other components (facilities). A logical process (LP) is de ned as a set containing basic model components, so a PCS logical process will be a set of hexagons, or just one hexagon. A physical process or processor is a set of logical processes mapped in a way that conforms to the architecture of the parallel/distributed system.
An LP contains several objects: Local Virtual Time (LVT): time associated with the LP. The LP does not know another LPs time unless communicated via a message. Future Event List (FEL): event list used when there are internal events posted within the LP itself. Event: an item within the FEL. Message: an item sent from one LP to another. The FEL is composed of events, where an event combines the following objects: 1) time stamp, 2) token, 3) event type. The time stamp re ects when the event is to occur. An event's occurrence correlates with the execution of an event routine for that LP. The token is associated with whatever is owing through the network of LPs. For the PCS application, portables (i.e., mobile phones) ow through the system. An event type speci es what will happen to the token (arrival, boundary crossing, departure, incoming call). An LP has input channels and output channels where each channel has a rst-in/ rst-out (FIFO) bu er associated with it. A message is equivalent to an event that must be moved from one LP to another. Messages which simply enter an FEL and are processed are generally called events. When an event must be issued to another LP, it becomes a message. The relationship among the above terms are shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 about here.] Messages arrive in one of several input channel bu ers and are routed directly to the LPs FEL. Note that simple LPs may involve a calculation such as 1) taking the timestamp from an incoming message, 2) adding a value to this timestamp, and 3) sending the new message to the output bu ers. Such an LP would not have any need of an FEL and would be a \pure" distributed simulation. This kind of technique, however, is wasteful of the computing elements since there will be a large price to pay in communications overhead among inter-LP communication. A simple addition is not su cient to warrant a distributed approach. On the other hand, if the processing element can be made to do work then the communications overhead becomes less critical. The kind of work ideally suited in simulation is a sequential simulation within the LP, composed of the usual FEL and event routines. Thus, the distributed simulation is hybrid in form with sequential simulation coinciding | and synchronized with| distributed simulation. The LVT of this more substantial LP is updated by removing the highest priority event (lowest timestamp) from the FEL and executing the associated event routine. Some (or all) of these event routines will contain scheduling commands to place events with new times back into the FEL. Some event routines will involve messages to be issued through the output bu er(s) to a target LP.
B. Object Oriented Implementation
A PDES consists of several PDES objects or LPs. These LPs execute asynchronously with coordination to complete a simulation run. To implement the objects in an LP (as described in Section II-A), the attributes and methods of the LP are classi ed into four categories (see Table I ): Table 1 about here.] A clock mechanism indicates the progress of the LP. An attribute LVT represents the timestamp of the event that just occurred in the LP. The LVTUpdate() method updates LVT to advance the \clock" of the LP. A FEL mechanism processes the events occurring in the LP. The FEL is basically a priority queue with one attribute and three methods. An attribute eventList maintains the events to occur in the future. The Enqueue() method inserts a time-tagged event into eventList so that eventList maintains its ordered sequence. The Dequeue() method deletes the event with the minimum timestamp in eventList. The Cancel() method deletes the event with a speci ed timestamp in eventList. A synchronization mechanism interacts with other LPs to coordinate the execution of PDES. The ReceiveMessage() method receives messages from other LPs (these messages will be inserted into the FEL for processing). The method ExecuteMessage() executes events in the FEL. The SendMessage() method sends output message (generated by the execution of events) to their destination LPs. It is probably more appropriate to consider ExecuteMessage() as a method of the FEL. However, this method is a ected by the PDES synchronization mechanisms to be described later. Thus the method is classi ed as part of the synchronization mechanism. An application mechanism represents a sub-model for a speci c simulation application to be simulated by the LP (to be elaborated). 25] , 26] provides low-power and high-quality wireless access for PCS subscribers or portables. The service area of a PCS network is populated with a number of radio ports. Every radio port covers a sub-area or cell. The port is allocated a number of channels (time slots, frequencies, spreading codes or a combination of these). A portable occupies a channel for an incoming/outgoing call. If all channels are busy in the radio port, the call is blocked. In PCS network planning, PCS network modeling (usually conducted by simulation experiments) is required to investigate the usage of radio resources. Since PCS network simulation is time-consuming, PDES e ectively speeds up the process of PCS network simulation. Speci cally,
C. PDES Implementation
The size of the PCS network under study is usually large (e.g., thousands of cells). A typical sequential PCS simulation run takes over 20 hours, while the corresponding PCS PDES takes less than 3 hours using 8 processors 4]. Another popular parallel approach, the parallel independent replicated simulation 27], 28], 29] (running multiple simulation replications concurrently) does not work for PCS simulation. In most cases, the PCS designer only is interested in the behavior of the PCS network at the engineered workload (e.g., the workload at which the blocking probability is 1%). To calibrate the simulation at the engineered workload, the setup of input parameters for the next simulation run is dependent on the previous run. Now we describe the PCS model and its mapping to the corresponding PDES. For demonstration purposes, we describe a simpli ed PCS model without considering the details of the radio signal propagation issues (such as Rayleigh fading, co-channel interference, and so on). We assume that there are S cells in the PCS network, and on the average, there are n portables in a cell. Every port is allocated some number of channels. A portable resides at a cell for a period of time which is a random variable with some distribution (e.g., exponential 30], 31], 32]). Then the portable moves to a neighbor cell based on some routing function (e.g., equal routing probabilities for all neighbors). The call arrivals to a portable is a random process (e.g., Poisson), and is independent of the portable's movement. A call is connected if a channel is available. Otherwise, the call is blocked. When a portable moves from one cell to another while a call is in progress, the call requires a new channel (in the new cell) to continue. This procedure of changing channels is called hando or automatic link transfer (ALT). Several hando schemes have been proposed in the literature 33], 34], 35]. In this paper, we consider the simplest scheme called non-prioritized scheme. In this scheme, if no channel is available in the new cell, then the call will be dropped or forced terminated immediately.
The PCS example is probably more realistic to the reader if we add some geometry to these moving vehicles (portables). Unfortunately, whether a vehicle moves from one cell to another cannot be simply determined by the physical movement of the vehicle. We also need to consider the radio propagation. It is possible that the connection to a vehicle changes from one port to another even if the vehicle is stationary { the change of radio signal strength may result in re-connecting the vehicle to a di erent port. According to the PCS network measurement methods, we determine that the movement (in the sense of port connection) of a vehicle is best characterized by the residence time 1 distribution and the destination cell routing probability. The reader may image that this movement model is equivalent to a simple path approach where a vehicle moves straight with an angle. The angle determines the destination cell and the residence time is the product of a constant speed and the diameter of the cell 2 .
To map the PCS model into PDES, the cells in the PCS network are represented by cell objects derived from the PDES objects (i.e., LPs). These LPs are then mapped to processors for execution (see Figure 2) . A cell LP has the following attributes and methods (i.e., the application mechanism of a general LP): A constant attribute channelNo represents the total number of channels in a radio port. An The portableMoveOutTime attribute represents the time when the portable moves out of the current cell. There are two categories of events in a PDES. An internal event is scheduled and executed at the same LP (the event represents the interaction between a cell and a portable within the cell in our PCS example), and an external event is scheduled by one LP and is executed by another LP.
Thus, after its creation, an internal event is inserted in the FEL by using the Enqueue() method, and an external event is considered as a message, and is sent to the destination LP by using the SendMessage() method. In the PCS PDES, there are three internal event types and one external event type. The internal event types are described below.
CallArrival: Either the port (the cell) or the portable initiates a call setup. A radio link is required to connect the port and the portable. If no radio link is available or the portable is already busy with another conversation, the call is dropped. CallCompletion: A phone call completes, and the radio link between the port and the portable is disconnected. PortableMoveOut: The portable moves out of a cell. If the portable is in a conversation, the radio link between the portable and the port is disconnected. We treat the CallArrival event type as an internally generated event based on a probability distribution. This is just an abstraction of the actual situation where arrivals are sent from outside the LP to one of the LPs input channels. Therefore, a more detailed simulation would involve \electromagnetic messages" re ecting the true nature of incoming calls. The use of a probability function is an abstraction for this underlying process.
The external event type is described below. Suppose that an idle channel exists. The call is connected and the call holding time for the conversation is generated (which is 3, or the call completion time is 10+3=13). The next call arrival time is also generated (which is 20 in Figure 3 Local Causality Constraint: Every LP processes events in nondecreasing timestamp order.
The major problem of PDES is that the logical processes are executed at di erent speeds. Consider the scenario in Thus the simulation result is not correct.
To solve this problem, the executions of the logical processes must be synchronized. The remainder of this paper describes two popular asynchronous synchronization mechanisms, the conservative and the optimistic methods.
IV. Conservative Method
The conservative simulation 36] is conservative in the sense that it does not execute an event before it ensures that the local causality rule is satis ed. The conservative simulation follows two rules: the input waiting rule and the output waiting rule. It also assumes that the messages are received in the order they are sent (the FIFO communication property), and the communication channels among LPs are xed and never change during the simulation. In Figure 4 (b), LP A (LP C ) has one output channel directed to LP B , and LP B has two input channels (one from LP A and one from LP C ).
A. Basic Synchronization Mechanism
In a conservative simulation, every logical process LP repeats the following two steps.
Step 1. LP waits to select an input message m from its input channels (extra data structures are required to implement input channels in a logical process) by invoking LP.ReceiveMessage(). This method is implemented based on the input waiting rule to be described. The method inserts m into LP's FEL.
Step 2. Let The input waiting rule. An LP does not process any input message until it has received at least one message from each of its input channels. The input message with the smallest timestamp is selected for processing. Figure 5 shows how the input message is selected for the PCS simulation. Assume that all messages sent from one LP to another are in non-decreasing timestamp order (this property will be guaranteed by the output waiting rule to be described next), then the input waiting rule ensures that the timestamp of the selected message is no larger than any input messages to be processed in the future.
The output waiting rule. An LP does not send an output message to another LP until it ensures that no output messages with smaller timestamps will be scheduled (at LP) in the future. Assume that all input messages are handled in non-decreasing timestamp order (the property is guaranteed by the input waiting rule). The output waiting rule is satis ed if an LP only sends output messages with timestamps no larger than its current LVT value.
Consider the following PCS example. Portables p 1 ; p 2 and p 3 move into cell A at times 10, 20, and 30, and move out of the cell at times 29, 24, and 36, respectively (see Figure6(a) ). This situation occurs since a portable, once inside cell A, may take a dramatically di erent from other portables. Some portables may stay in the same physical location for a period while other portables continue moving towards an adjacent cell to A. Figure 6 (b), m 00 2 and m 00 1 are sent after Step (3) and before Step (4); i.e., when LP A is sure that next input message to be handled has timestamp larger than m 0 1 and m 0 2 . Note that m 00 2 is sent before m 00 1 is.
Since the output waiting rule is guaranteed by using the two \move" event types, the conservative SendMessage() method simply sends the output message to the destination. Note that for other applications, a di erent conservative SendMessage() method may be required to implement the output waiting rule.
The correctness of the conservative simulation can be proved by induction on the interaction of the two waiting rules.
B. Deadlock and Deadlock Avoidance
The input waiting rule may result in deadlock (LPs are waiting for input messages from each other and cannot progress) even if the simulated system is deadlock free.
Consider a three-cell PCS network (see Figure 7 (a)). In a PCS network, a portable is expected to reside in a cell for a period of time before it moves. Assume that every portable resides in a cell for at least six time units before it moves to a new cell. The information that \a portable resides in a cell for at least 6 time units" is used in the deadlock avoidance mechanism to predict when an LP will receive an input message, and \6 time units" is referred as the lookahead value. The lookahead information is carried by the control messages called null messages. A null message does not represent any event in the simulated system. Instead, it is used to break deadlock as well as to improve the progress of a conservative simulation.
In Figure 7 If the FEL is not empty, then the next departure time can be easily computed. In the PCS PDES, the moveout timestamp of a portable is computed and stored in portableMoveOutTime of the portable object at the time when the PortableMoveIn event is processed. The FIFO property guarantees that the next departure time is the minimum of the portableMoveOutTime values of portable objects in the FEL. Thus, the precomputed next departure times can be used as the lookahead.
If the FEL of the LP is empty at timestamp LP.LVT, then the lookahead can be generated by the same presampling technique. Since the portable will arrive at the cell later than LP.LVT, it will leave the cell later than LP:LVT + t (where t is the presampled portable residence time). The FIFO property guarantees that after time LP.LVT, no portables will depart earlier than LP.LVT+t, and the LP may send null messages with this timestamp to the downstream LPs. Figure 9 about here.] Four portables arrive using times 10, 14, 19 and 22. Let = 3 so that we know that no two consecutive portable arrivals will be less than 3. The residence times for the portables are placed in parentheses in Figure 9 . The variable j is increased by 1 until the above inequality is satis ed. Suppose that LP A needs to send a null message to its downstream before it receives the PortableMoveIn event for p 1 From this procedure, we derive = 7 by using the rst three pre-sampled residence times. 3 The optimistic simulation 44] is optimistic in the sense that it handles the arrival events aggressively. When a message m arrives at an LP, LP.ReceiveMessage() simply inserts m in the input queue (the optimistic simulation terminology for the FEL). The logical process assumes that the events already in its input queue are the \true" next events. The ExecuteMessage() method proceeds to execute these events in timestamp order, and SendMessage() is invoked whenever an output message is scheduled . When a message arrives at the LP, the timestamp of the message may be less than some of the events already executed. (This arrived message is referred to as a straggler.) The optimism was unjusti ed, and therefore a method Rollback() is invoked by ExecuteMessage() to cancel the erroneous computation. To support rollback, data structures such as the state queue and the output queue are required (to be elaborated).
Several strategies for cancelling incorrect computation were surveyed by Fujimoto 45] . Two popular cancellation strategies called aggressive cancellation 44] and lazy cancellation 46] are described in this section.
A. Cancellation Strategies
Consider the example in Figure 10 . Figure 10 about here.] For simplicity, assume that cell C has one radio channel (i.e., LP C .channelNo=1 in PDES). In this example, portable p 2 moves from cell B to cell C at time 10 (event 1), and make a phone call at time 13 . The call is completed at time 21 . Portable 1 moves from cell A to cell C at time 16 (event 2), and attempts to make a phone call at time 20. Since the only radio channel is used by portable 2, the call attempt from portable 1 is blocked. Portable 1 moves from cell C to cell D at time 24 In Figure 11 (a), LP C receives m 1 that is inserted in LP C 's input queue. Initially, the output queue of LP C is empty, and the value of LP C .idleChannelNo at timestamp 0 is saved. After m 1 is executed, the system state at timestamp 16 is checkpointed, and a call arrival event (message m 2 ) is scheduled for LP C itself (see Figure 11 that it includes a destination eld (in the original optimistic or Time Warp algorithm 44], the sender and the destination are recorded in both the output message and the corresponding anti-message for ow control). To summarize, the ExecuteMessage() method for the optimistic simulation saves the system state after an event execution (note that the state may be saved after several event executions), and the executed event is not deleted from the input queue. The SendMessage() method saves the anti-messages in the output queue when it sends an output message.
After m 2 is executed, the number of idle channel is decremented by 1, and LP C :idleChannelNo = 0 is saved in the state queue. A PortableMoveOut event m 3 is scheduled at timestamp 24, and its anti-message m ? 3 is stored in the output queue (see Figure 12(a) ). When m 3 is executed, a PortableMoveIn message m 4 is sent to LP D (see Figure 12 (b)). After m 4 is sent, the straggler m 5 (the event that p 2 moves in LP C at timestamp 10) arrives. Since LP C .LVT=24, the out-of-order execution is detected (see Figure 13 (a) ) by LP C .ReceiveMessage(), and LP C .Rollback() is invoked. Two strategies for cancelling incorrect computation are described below.
Aggressive Cancellation. When a straggler arrives, aggressive cancellation assumes that the out-of-order computation, as well as all other computations that may have been a ected by this computation are not correct. Thus, the out-of-order computation is recomputed, and LP C .Rollback() cancels the a ected computations immediately by sending anti-messages. In our example, a rollback of LP C at timestamp 10 occurs. In Figure 13 Lazy Cancellation. It is possible that the erroneous computation still generated correct output messages. In that case, it is not necessary to cancel the original message that was sent. In lazy cancellation, logical processes do not immediately send the anti-messages for any rolled back computation. Instead, they wait to see if the reexecution of the computation causes any of the same messages to be regenerated. If the same message is recreated, there is no need to cancel the original. Otherwise, an anti-message is sent. In our example, lazy cancellation applies to three situations. 1 . If portable p 2 arrives at cell C (LP C ) at time 10 and leaves cell C at time 28 without making any phone call (see Figure 14(a) ) then the arrival of m 5 in Figure 13 (a) will not a ect the executions of m 1 ; m 2 , and m 3 If lazy cancellation does succeed most of the time, then the performance of the optimistic simulation is improved by eliminating the cost of cancelling the computation which would have to be reexecuted. If lazy cancellation fails, then the performance degrades, because erroneous computations are not cancelled as early as possible. In our PCS simulation, we may exploit situations that lazy cancellation does not fail (as described above), and a logical process can be switched between aggressive cancellation and lazy cancellation to reduce the rollback cost.
B. Memory Management
To support rollback, it is necessary to save the \history" (the already executed elements in the input, the output, and the state queues) of a logical process. However, it may not be practical to save the whole history of a logical process because memory is likely to be exhausted before the simulation completes. Thus, it is important that we only save \recent history" of logical processes to reduce the memory usage.
Memory management for the optimistic simulation is based on the concept of global virtual time (GVT). The that at any given time t, a logical process cannot be rolled back to a timestamp earlier than the GVT at t. Therefore the storage for all messages with timestamps smaller than the GVT value can be reclaimed for other usage. The process of reclaiming the storage for the obsolete elements is called fossil collection.
The GVT computation is not trivial in a distributed system because it may be di cult to capture the messages in transit. Several In GIT/Bellcore PCS PDES (where eight workstations are connected by a local area network), all logical processes are frozen during GVT computation. By utilizing the low level communication mechanism, all transient messages are guaranteed to arrive at their destinations before the GVT computation starts. The fossil collection procedure works as follows. A coordinator initiates the procedure by freezing the execution of every logical process. After all transient messages arrive at their destinations, every logical process reports its local minimum value (the minimum of the timestamps of all unprocessed messages in the input queue) to the coordinator. The coordinator then compute the GVT value as the minimum of the received local minimums. The GVT value is broadcast to all logical processes for fossil collection.
To illustrate the storage reclaimed in fossil collection, consider the example in Figure 15 . In this example, we ignore the phone call events and assume that all PortableMoveIn/PortableMoveOut events must be executed in their timestamp order in the optimistic simulation. We further assume that the state variable of a logical process is the number of portables move in the corresponding cell after time 0. In the state queue, the element with the largest timestamp smaller than the GVT value (i.e., 8) must not be removed (see Figure 17) . The other elements with timestamps smaller than 8 are removed.
C. Performance Evaluation
The performance of an optimistic PCS PDES implementation has been investigated in 4]. In this study, a version of Time Warp has been developed that executes on 8 DEC 5000 workstations connected by an Ethernet.
In the experiments, speedp was used as the output measure where the sequential simulator used the same priority queue mechanism as that of PDES for managing the pending set of events, but did not have the state saving, rollback and fossil collection overheads associated with the PDES implementation. 1024 cells are simulated for 2.5 10 5 simulated seconds. Figure 18 shows the performance of the optimistic PDES. The gure indicates good performance of PDES for the PCS application. PDES is particularly e cient when the number of portables is large, the cell residence time is long, and the call interarrival time is short.
VI. Future Directions for PDES
This tutorial describes the asynchronous parallel discrete event simulation (PDES) mechanisms and optimization techniques by examples of personal communications services (PCS) network simulation. We described the conservative and the optimistic PDES mechanisms and several optimizations tailored for the PCS simulation. The performance of the optimistic method was brie y discussed. Since the conservative optimizations (tailored for PCS) introduced in this paper are new and were not previously reported, no performance studies have been conducted. Investigating the performance of these optimizations will be one of our future research directions.
The optimization techniques described in the paper are general and apply to other simulation applications such as battle eld simulation, VLSI simulation, queueing network simulation and computer architecture simulation. However, these optimization techniques may need to be tailored for speci c applications. Many studies have devoted to this issue (see 1], 2], 52], 53], 54] and references therein). The PCS example can be seen as being a member of a larger class of simulation model where one rst discretizes the spatial domain into a grid, and then simulates moving entities from one grid cell to another. In this sense, the PCS problem is isomorphic to the problems of particle/n-body simulation.
An important research direction that has not been fully exploited is the building of user-friendly PDES environments. Such an environment should provides convenient tools to develop simulation application. Methods should also be provided to tailor general optimization techniques to t a speci c simulation application. We anticipate that these user-friendly environments can be constructed by the object-oriented models described in 6]. 
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